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Where Is the Amazon?

On August 26, 1542, Francisco de Orellana, a Spanish explorer, and his crew finally arrived at the
Atlantic Ocean. They had been sailing down a mighty river in South America. The journey had lasted
more than two hundred days. The river and the surrounding landscape were like nothing they had eve
come across. The river was so wide that they could not see across it in places. And the creatures
swinging in the trees, splashing in the water, and flying through the sky were not like the creatures in
Spain.

When Orellana and his men arrived back in Spain, Orellana told stories about their incredible
journey to anyone who would listen. And it was no wonder why—the river that Orellana and his men
had traveled down was the Amazon. And the surrounding landscape was the Amazon rain forest.

The Amazon is truly one of the natural wonders of the planet. Although not the longest river in the
world, it carries more water than the Nile, the Mississippi, and the Yangtze combined. The river has
about fifteen thousand tributaries (rivers and streams) that flow into it. Four of them are each more
than one thousand miles long.
This incredible river flows through a rain forest that is probably the oldest in the world. (A rain
forest is a forest with tall trees; a warm, humid climate; and lots of rain.) The Amazon rain forest
includes areas of nine South American countries: Brazil, Peru, Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador,
Bolivia, Guyana, Suriname, and French Guiana. And it covers an area the size of the United States, no
including Alaska and Hawaii. Scientists believe there may be around 400 billion individual trees in th
rain forest. That’s more than a thousand trees for every person in the United States.

Since Francisco de Orellana’s time, the Amazon River and the rain forest have been explored by
thousands of people. The plants, animals, and people living in this part of the world have captured the
interest of scientists, explorers, and tourists. It may seem that after almost five hundred years, there
would be no more to learn. But the Amazon is special. What we are discovering is that there will
always be more to discover about this incredible place.

Chapter 1
The River Changes Course

The mighty Amazon River starts high up in the Andes Mountains in Peru along the west coast of
South America. The river then flows east for more than four thousand miles across South America an
empties into the Atlantic Ocean off the coast of Brazil.

The Amazon didn’t always flow east. It used to flow westward and emptied into the Pacific Ocean
However, the formation of the Andes Mountains, about fifteen million years ago, led to the river
changing direction. The mountains blocked the flow of the Amazon. It became a sea—a huge inland
body of water. Over a long period of time, this inland sea gradually changed to into a massive swamp
lake.
The environment of the area also changed during this time. For millions of years, much of the land
around the Amazon River had been a mix of rain forests (wet forests) and savannas (dry grasslands).
But when the river got blocked up, much of the savannas became rain forest. More rain fell in the are
which meant more plants, bushes, and trees grew there. The climate became hot and humid.

The Earth’s Plates

The surface of the earth is made up of eight major plates. These plates are like the skin of the planet.
They are always moving, but at a very slow pace—only a couple of inches each year. The collision of two
plates is what created the Andes Mountains fifteen million years ago.

About ten million years ago, the water in the freshwater lake slowly worked its way through the
sandstone at the bottom. The water was able to start moving. The lake became a river again. Only this
time it was flowing eastward.

Chapter 2
First Settlers

The first settlers probably arrived in the Amazon about twenty-five thousand to thirty thousand
years ago. They came from the north of Asia and traveled across a frozen sea that linked Asia and
North America. Over time, they made their way south to the tropical region surrounding the Amazon
No other humans were there, and these first settlers quickly spread out to cover a large part of what is
now Central and South America.

These people were hunter-gatherers. They lived on whatever animals they could kill and whatever
plants they found in the wild. They did not raise animals or grow crops. The trees provided fuel for th
fires that cooked their food and kept them warm. They also provided wood for building their homes.
Once the food sources in an area were used up, the hunter-gatherers moved on to a new place.

Over time some settlers started clearing land in the rain forest for farming. They raised animals an
grew crops. They didn’t need to move from place to place anymore. Since that time thousands of yea
ago, people living in the Amazon have adapted to this hot, humid climate. They are at home in this
unique environment. There are ancient cave paintings in Brazil that were done more than ten thousan
years ago. That is more than five thousand years before the Egyptians built the Great Pyramids!

Chapter 3
Search for the City of Gold
After Christopher Columbus’s voyages across the Atlantic in the 1490s, the Spanish wanted to
explore more of the “New World.” Columbus and his crew had reported it was filled with riches,
including spices, gemstones, and silver. The reports also included a tale about “El Dorado,” a city
filled with gold and jewels.

According to legends, the city was ruled by a king who covered himself with gold dust every
morning. The king would then dive into a sacred lake to wash off the dust. Afterward, he would toss
gold back into the water as an offering to the gods.
Bands of Spanish soldiers, called conquistadors
(say kon-KEE-sta-doors) were inspired by these
wild stories. They set sail for the New World.
They wanted to claim the land and the treasure of
gold and jewels for themselves.
The first Europeans to see the Amazon were led
by the Spanish commander Vicente Yáñez Pinzón
(say vee-SEN-tuh YAH-nez pin-zon). In 1492, he
had sailed with Christopher Columbus to the West
Indies. He was the captain of the Niña. Seven
years later, in 1499, he got the Spanish court to
pay for him to do more exploring.
Pinzón began a voyage of his own to the New
World. He landed on the shores of Brazil on

January 26, 1500. He sailed west along the coast.
In time he and his crew entered the mouth of the
Amazon River. The map Pinzón had was all
wrong. He thought he was in Asia, not South
America. So Pinzón first thought the river was the
Ganges in India. He named the river Rio Santa
Maria de la Mar Dulce (River of Saint Mary of the
Sweet Sea).

Pinzón and his men sailed up the Amazon for only a short distance. Then they turned around and
headed back to the Atlantic. They decided to keep sailing up the coast of South America. There they
came upon a native tribe called the Arawaks. Now they got just what they were looking for. Treasure!

By trading items they had brought with them, Pinzón and his crew acquired not just gold but
emeralds and pearls. Pinzón was sure to be seen as a hero when he returned home. He might not have
found El Dorado, but his ship was full of riches. However, bad luck struck as Pinzón and his crew
headed back to Spain. The ship was caught in a hurricane and sank—along with all the treasure!
Pinzón did make it home, but with only stories to tell of his adventures.
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